**BAVARIAN VOTE**

**Nationalist percentages up in Bavarian state legislature. It even increased its vote slightly, Social Union succeeded in holding its

- An upsurge of nationalist sentiment in the Bavarian state
- Strauss called the outcome "an answer to the question: 'Are we to remain in the dark?'
- "I just hope that we don't have to go through the same thing again,"
- "I was wrong,"
- "The American people have a chance to express their opinion on this issue,"
- "We wanted to win.Note: The upcoming election in Bavaria is significant because it could have implications for the future of German politics."

---

**Bessey group requests to speak with Trustees**

By MIKE BROGAN

The American studies group that wants to present its case to the students and faculty by including an American studies component in the university. The group is made up of students, faculty members, and representatives of the local community. The group has organized a meeting with the trustees to discuss their concerns and has requested the opportunity to speak at the meeting. The trustees have agreed to meet with the group to discuss their demands and concerns. The meeting will take place on Tuesday, November 22, 1966, at 3 p.m. in the Administration Building. The meeting is open to the public.

---

**ASMSU members question own demands on ATL Del.**

By BEV MITCHELL

Members of the ASMSU student board are concerned about the lack of progress in the ASMSU/ATL negotiations, particularly regarding the demand for a student representative on the administrative board. The ASMSU/ATL negotiations have been ongoing for several months, and the students are growing frustrated with the lack of progress. The members of the ASMSU student board are calling for a more active approach to the negotiations and are questioning the need for a representative on the administrative board. They are concerned that the current representative is not adequately representing the students' interests.

---

**Visitors still come to Kennedy grave**

Visitors still come to Kennedy grave even though the site is closed to the public. The grave is located in the Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia. The site is closed to the public, but visitors can still visit the grave by appointment. The site is maintained by the US Army and is closed to the public during certain times of the year. The site is a popular destination for tourists and is a place where people can pay their respects to the late president.

---

**U.S. backs U.N. study to consider settling Red China, keeping Taiwan**

President Johnson is considering the possibility of a United Nations investigation into the situation in Taiwan. The United Nations has been asked to consider the possibility of a cease-fire in the Taiwan Strait and the possibility of a new government in Taiwan. The United States is currently supporting the Nationalist Chinese government of Taiwan, but there may be pressure to consider a new government. The United Nations is being asked to consider a new government in Taiwan, and the United States is considering the possibility of a cease-fire in the Taiwan Strait.

---

**Dissent: AP**

**UPI poll**

**Points**

1. Michigan State (3) (9-0-1)
2. Notre Dame (1) (9-0-1)
3. Alabama (2) (8-0)
4. Nebraska (3) (9-0-1)
5. Georgia Tech (1) (9-0-1)
6. UCLA (1) (9-1-1)
7. Georgia (8-1-1)
8. Florida (8-1-1)
9. Southern California (7-2)
10. Stanford (8-3)

**United States News**

**State News Staff Writer**

Dennis said, "We wanted to win. We were going for broke."

In a letter to the United Students, representatives W.C. Blanton, Chris Leveridge, and "in some ways I'd very much like to see us go for broke."

"We wanted to win. We were going for broke."

"We wanted to win. We were going for broke."
EDITORS

UM draft referendum ambiguous, but worthy

At the University of Michigan last week, the question of compiling class standings for use by the Selective Service System was submitted to students in a referendum. The referendum asked, simply, should the university continue to compile class standings for the Selective Service System?

It was a referendum that, in itself, would have little bearing on whether the university continued to compile class standings for use by the Selective Service System. The referendum was asked, simply, should the university continue to compile class standings for the Selective Service System?

Nonetheless, the referendum was important. A strong move against compiling class standings or so would put tremendous pressure on the Regents to follow the students' desire. Pressure mounted steadily in the weeks preceding the referendum as students demanded that the administration interpret their vote to mean something. It became a confrontation with the university.

Two to one

On Wednesday, 9,547 students voted in favor of the referendum. That is a 74 percent majority. But the question of what the vote means is unclear. The referendum was asked, simply, should the university continue to compile class standings for the Selective Service System?

The students and administration are now debating the issue and the outcome of the referendum. Some 1,000 students who expected a clear-cut vote. The women's referendum took on added weight when a threat from the Student Government Council (SGC) to break relations with the university if the ban was not lifted.

waited for

The students and administration are now debating the issue and the outcome of the referendum. Some 1,000 students who expected a clear-cut vote. The women's referendum took on added weight when a threat from the Student Government Council (SGC) to break relations with the university if the ban was not lifted.

The importance is that his appearance is not whether one agreed, disagreed, liked or disliked what he said. The impression that appeared and his views on a great contemporary issue were heard.

The importance is that his views stimulated thoughtful and responsible discussion on this issue.

To the Editors

"I say to the Nile that its valley is the road to the lake, but I don't think in the least I am doing a thing that benefits Egypt."

perhaps it can be said that the political consequences of the United States, France, and Great Britain's decision to cease aerial bombing of the German cities are far more important than the immediate political consequences of the United States' decision to cease aerial bombing of the German cities.
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With the moves and coun-
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Children in the halls

Prof misquoted

To the Editor:

Although the State News in its last editorial was extremely complimentary to your law courses, I feel that you have not been properly credited for your efforts to improve these classes. The editorial was completely one-sided and did not discuss the many merits of the courses. I feel that a law course, or courses, as you state, might face "...the only way to achieve such standings is to proceed in an intelligent adult manner, which will prepare students for their roles as citizens."

The most important aspect of our courses is the teaching. The professors are truly dedicated to the subject matter and to the students. They have publicly and privately stated, with good reason, that such an idea is in need of everything they consider as teachers. And what about indirect pressure? What if the instructor does not like someone, whether the professor is Mr. Segal, Mr. Strandness, or Mr. Nash for whatever reason? Would the professors all be forced to comply with administrative and monitor's orders to have a class of a certain grade level? I feel that such considerations are in the interest of students and the institution. I feel that it is very important to bear careless and zealous allegations in mind and to understand the need for and the purpose of the classes we are taught.

J. S. Segal

Adelphi

Low courses in BOA

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to an article by Tom Schönfeld, "Low courses in BOA," which appeared in the Student Life Oct. 21, 1966. In his letter, Mr. Schönfeld states that there are too many academic courses taught at this university which will prejudice students toward their roles as citizens. Mr. Schönfeld feels that low courses are necessary because the students need to have an understanding of the society that they live in.

I wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Schönfeld. I feel that a low course should be seen as an important step in the process of becoming a responsible citizen. The students need to be aware of the problems that they face and to understand the society that they live in. The students also need to be aware of the importance of having a responsible citizen in society.

The article that Mr. Schönfeld wrote was written in response to an article by Tom Schönfeld, "Low courses in BOA," which appeared in the Student Life Oct. 21, 1966. In his letter, Mr. Schönfeld states that there are too many academic courses taught at this university which will prejudice students toward their roles as citizens. Mr. Schönfeld feels that low courses are necessary because the students need to have an understanding of the society that they live in.

I wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Schönfeld. I feel that a low course should be seen as an important step in the process of becoming a responsible citizen. The students need to be aware of the problems that they face and to understand the society that they live in. The students also need to be aware of the importance of having a responsible citizen in society.

The article that Mr. Schönfeld wrote was written in response to an article by Tom Schönfeld, "Low courses in BOA," which appeared in the Student Life Oct. 21, 1966. In his letter, Mr. Schönfeld states that there are too many academic courses taught at this university which will prejudice students toward their roles as citizens. Mr. Schönfeld feels that low courses are necessary because the students need to have an understanding of the society that they live in.

I wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Schönfeld. I feel that a low course should be seen as an important step in the process of becoming a responsible citizen. The students need to be aware of the problems that they face and to understand the society that they live in. The students also need to be aware of the importance of having a responsible citizen in society.
U.S. platoon struck by N. Vietnamese

SAIGON -- A 40-man patrol of "flying horsemen" suffered two dead and 10 wounded, U.S. military sources said Sunday.

The combat, which struck near the La Drang Valley, was the first major action in the area west of the South Vietnamese-US lines and was confirmed Sunday afternoon by a Saigon military official.

The losses were reported by a member of the South Vietnamese Marines in the area.

The fighting, about 225 miles northeast of Saigon, came in the last hours before the renewal of "flying horsemen" suffered heavy casualties while the lead U.S. helicopters were hit by small arms fire and rocket attacks.

The U.S. and South Vietnamese air force and artillery fire were directed at the enemy positions before reinforcements arrived.

The latest in student accessories. It comes halfway to the world of V*^*^*

The Rally

New Name on Farm Lane

SAIGON, (AP) -- British Foreign Secretary Heath suggested that Reagan eventually might be forced to find a new candidate for the presidential nomination.

Reagan had been seen by some as a "negative" candidate because of his conservative policies as he went to California, Romsey said, "and I think he was as pleased with those who had decided to work for himself.

Mass media project starts

The latest in student accessories. It comes halfway to the world of V*^*^*

The Rally

High Court will decide

WINTHROP -- A Federal District Court set a hearing Dec. 9 on it and the state judiciary next month will consider the question of whether North Carolina's next governor.

The hearing will be held in Raleigh, the capital city, and the state judiciary next month will consider the question of whether North Carolina's next governor.
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MSU Orchestra Performs

CHICAGO -- The University Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Daniel Barenholtz, performed in the Auditorium Theater Sunday evening.

The University Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Daniel Barenholtz, performed in the Auditorium Theater Sunday evening.
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$3 MILLION GOAL

Weiss heads fund

A new campaign was launched for the MSU Alumni Development Fund at Kellogg Center on Friday.

The latest in student accessories. It comes halfway to the world of V*^*^*
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Welcome to the world of Trans World Airlines

Spartan Village home struck by fire; $2,000 damage done

Fire broke out in a Spartan Village apartment unit early Monday morning, causing $2,000 damage done.

The blaze in the apartment of Mrs. Rearden suggested that Reagan eventually might be forced to find a new candidate for the presidential nomination.

Reagan had been seen by some as a "negative" candidate because of his conservative policies as he went to California, Romsey said, "and I think he was as pleased with those who had decided to work for himself.
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Stated that "flying horsemen" suffered heavy casualties while the lead U.S. helicopters were hit by small arms fire and rocket attacks.

The U.S. and South Vietnamese air force and artillery fire were directed at the enemy positions before reinforcements arrived.
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Reagan will grow moderate -- Romney

SAQUO, Pa. (AP) -- If North Vietnam agrees to stop it, prisoner exchange might be forced to find a new candidate for the presidential nomination.

Reagan had been seen by some as a "negative" candidate because of his conservative policies as he went to California, Romsey said, "and I think he was as pleased with those who had decided to work for himself.
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Prisoner exchange possible

WASHINGTON -- A Federal District Court set a hearing Dec. 9 on it and the state judiciary next month will consider the question of whether North Carolina's next governor.

The hearing will be held in Raleigh, the capital city, and the state judiciary next month will consider the question of whether North Carolina's next governor.
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GRANDMA'S

Famous Recipe

Fried Chicken

Take-Home

We Use

Only The

Freshest

Chicken

Available in:

Buckets

Bars

Boots

Barrels

Chicken-Shrimp-Fish

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

900 E. Kalamazoo
Phone: 484-4471

Tuesday, November 22, 1966
**ARA PARSEGHIAN**

'It voted us No. 1.'

**SORRY ABOUT THAT!**

When the Pacific Eight Conference picked the Trojans as the No. 1 team, it meant the most in the nation.

We're No. 2 Great! I was hoping. Thought there would be more 1 for points or else Alabama would knock us out.

Just wish we were 15-1 instead of 15-2.

'These games play more than anybody. We're going to play more intensely than probably any team we have coached.

'The team will play more with a lot more intensity. We're going to beat them basically.

Joe Falls is a sports writer for the Detroit Free Press. He was fired by the Detroit Times.

The tradition here in MSU, football in particular, used to be playing for a tie. But we didn't play for a tie.

In Sunday's Detroit Free Press, Editor Joe Falls wrote:

"I hope Notre Dame closes the season with a victory over Southern Cal. The Trojans serve the No. 1 ranking."

LAWRENCE, KAN. — But MSU head coach Clem Haskins admitted in the NCAA Cross Country Championships here Tuesday morning, Mississippi State, ranked first in the nation, doesn't play for a tie.

"Yes, we're going to beat them basically. We're going to beat them basically.

Somebody's got 1-15 or something. Back at Southern Cal they say 1-25 or something. But we're going to beat them basically."

Joseph Banks, a 25-year-old star of the Notre Dame basketball team, was fired by the Detroit Times. He roots for MSU.

'Natie' Harris, a star player, vs. the Trojans in 1962.

**FALLS FAILS**

Joe baby, you blew your cool

In Southern's fall season, Jerry West turned to ecstatic joy for Southern California挑s the Lion's share of the major conference picked the Trojans as the No. 1 team.

'If we had lost to Notre Dame, we would have tied for the Big Ten championship. And I'm glad to see the UPI gave us the No. 1 ranking, and I'm just glad to see the UPI.'
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Graduate school asset of society

Graduate education in society's present state, Allen L. Mander, dean of advanced graduate students and faculty Thursday night. Speaking at a meeting of prospective graduate students in the Illinois Federation, Mander reviewed the importance and tremendous growth in graduate education in recent years.

"Graduate research and advanced degrees have become an important part of our society," Mander said. Society and graduate education must work together, and Mander said the Mande program, developed by Leonard C. Florida, has not forgotten the importance of research and degrees.

"The keynote of the Mande program," Mander continued, "must be to get the best students into the graduate programs and to help them along the way to complete their degrees." Mander noted that the Mande program provides a way for students to get into graduate school and to complete their degrees.

Kamawara tops in chess

Layton Kamawara, Woodfield, Hawaii, junior, broke the four-way tie in the 1967 city champion in the Lansing Chess Tournament. The tournament was held at the City Hall on Friday, and the winner was announced at the close of the event.

"It's a great feeling to win," Kamawara said after the match. "I've been working on my game for a long time, and I think I've finally reached a point where I can compete with the best."

Re-exam repeats

The deadline for re-exam repetitions is Monday, June 22, for the 1967 city champion in the Lansing Chess Tournament. The tournament was held at the City Hall on Friday, and the winner was announced at the close of the event.

"It's a great feeling to win," Kamawara said after the match. "I've been working on my game for a long time, and I think I've finally reached a point where I can compete with the best."
Industry may use lie detector test

Lie detector tests may be used someday in industrial security work, according to officials of a company, according to a recent press release.

The polygraph machine (or lie detector) is used at present by the Columbus Police Department in its efforts to solve crimes. As a result of the tests, not only are the applicants given lie detector tests, but they are also fingerprinted, and their personal history is often examined.

MAY STOP THEFT

Small to Medium Industries May Use Lie Detector Tests

The small to medium industries may use lie detector tests in the near future. This is the opinion of the Columbus Police Department.

The polygraph machine, which is used to detect lies, is not only used by the police department but also by the insurance companies, the military, and some large industries.

Thanksgiving library hours announced

Library hours during the Thanksgiving period will be 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday.

MAY STOP THEFT

Industry may use lie detector test

The polygraph machine (or lie detector) is used at present by the Columbus Police Department in its efforts to solve crimes. As a result of the tests, not only are the applicants given lie detector tests, but they are also fingerprinted, and their personal history is often examined.

LITTLE KNOWN

Friends of SNCC plan newsletter about agency

The major problem of the friends of Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) is to maintain the organization. Friends of SNCC, national officers, exist in 25 cities and 38 communities of the South.

The friends of SNCC plan to publish a newsletter, which will contain reports about SNCC, Mule Jenkins said.

In their present work, the friends of SNCC are doing what they can to maintain the organization.

When they go to a community where SNCC is working, they feel that the organization is there, but that they can do more to help.

The friends of SNCC plan to write reports about SNCC, which will be published in a newsletter.

Price of the newsletter will be at least 50 cents.

And we will have to be as long as the trouble lasts.

In his new position he will be responsible for foreign work, and the negative team of David Brown, Lakeland, and David Mock, Zeeland, received a certificate for superior performance.

Friends of SNCC are organizing a new organization called the "Friends of SNCC," to help them, the friends of SNCC.

The friends of SNCC are organizing a new organization called the "Friends of SNCC," to help them, the friends of SNCC.

ASMSU to sponsor spring Bahamas trip

A Division of MSU's Continuing Education Service, the Division of MSU's Continuing Education Service, will sponsor an eight-day spring break trip to the Bahamas.

The trip will leave from the Grand Bahamas, and will include sightseeing, shopping, and leisure activities.

Federdren named to post with State Highway Commission

Garrett E. Federdren has been appointed to the position of special investigator for the Michigan State Highway Commission.

He will work with the State Highway Commission in its efforts to improve highway safety and efficiency.

Federdren has been with the Michigan State Highway Commission for many years, and has been involved in highway construction, maintenance, and administration.

He will work with the State Highway Commission in its efforts to improve highway safety and efficiency.

The MSU Board of Trustees approved the appointment of Garrett E. Federdren to the position of special investigator for the Michigan State Highway Commission.
New conductor creates exciting symphony debut

By FRED HIMMELIN

In today's precious time, there is little difference between the titles of the conductors, but the music is still

That is a considerable difference, but one that is also

ew conductor creates exciting symphony debut.

New conductor creates exciting symphony debut.
Students demonstrate to save life

Like this, it's perfect. It couldn't be next week," Dwight Lee said, impression we'd won the national "But it's great, and if it stays worthy of it."

I don't think we should lose our rating, but it's hard to say if we'll be No. 1 or not. I think we started the season for," Bob said of the resolution. "We do think a meeting could be held before the big games."

Ten Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
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